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International 
Universities invited 
by the Bauhaus

The historic Bauhaus was an experimental site for art and design 
education; due to its enforced closure, it was updated worldwide. 
With the programme “Teaching models”, the Bauhaus Dessau 
Foundation aims to examine the contemporary relevance of the 
pedagogical heritage of the Bauhaus and its reception in art 
schools worldwide. Invitations are extended to universities, art 
schools and educational initiatives in the design disciplines that 
practice interesting models of design pedagogy. 

These models should fit within the framework of three 
approaches:

 Firstly, new models of experimental aesthetic education for 
personal development in democratic immigration societies. 

 Secondly, we are seeking new pedagogical approaches for a 
creative approach to the new challenges in the material culture. 

 Thirdly, teaching and learning projects that overcome the divi-
sions between applied and fine art, between art and architecture, 
sculpture and film, painting and textile design, but also practice 
and teaching. The historic workshop spaces will become plat-
forms for the exchange of new ideas and practices of learning.

The models tested here will be presented to the public in an 
international congress to mark the centenary of the Bauhaus in 
2019, which will focus on the historic and current approaches of a 
new design pedagogy.



 4Open Studio 
Berkeley

The Dessau Effect: 
Urban Revival, Pavilion 
Interventions, and the 
Bauhaus Legacy

 University of California, Berkeley, USA

Department of Architecture
College of Environmental Design
Prof. Greg Castillo und Prof. René Davids

Guest/guest critic: Dr. Regina Bittner,  
Head of Academy, Bauhaus Dessau Foundation

19.–27.3.2016
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A DAAD Group Study Visit Grant supported the archi-
tecture graduate school field trip in conjunction with 
the Bauhaus Open Studio entitled The Dessau Effect: 
Urban Revival, Pavilion Interventions, and the Bau-
haus Legacy. With approval from the Bauhaus Dessau 
Foundation, the studio project addressed the problems 
of post-unification urban decline in Dessau by propos-
ing a series of built interventions intended to capitalize 
on the notion of a “Bauhausstadt Dessau” (Bauhaus 
City Dessau) as a tool for economic and social rede-
velopment. The studio presented students with an 
immersion study of the Bauhaus design heritage, the 
historical and built legacies of divided and reunified 
Germany, and the urban and architectural implications 
of economic transition and shrinking populations in an 
erstwhile industrial city.  

The design of a new Bauhaus Museum in central 
Dessau served as a springboard for the studio design 
program. The new museum, which will open for the 
Bauhaus’s centennial celebrations in 2019, will narrate 
the history of the Dessau Bauhaus through artifacts 
that trace the school’s crucial contributions to the 
modernist tradition. While the new museum will attract 
global tourists and their cash to Dessau, a former 
East German, rust-belt city, the so-called Bilbao Effect 
tends to contribute little to improve cultural or social 
life for local city residents. Our studio program, by 
contrast, proposed to create the Dessau Effect, a 
socially progressive revision of the Bilbao Effect, by 
scattering pavilion structures throughout the urban 
fabric that reflect the Bauhaus’s creative legacy. The 
pavilions were to be programmed as workshops that 
would update the Bauhaus legacy of industrial design, 
serving as laboratories for new advanced technologi-
cal approaches to craft production as well as commu-
nity craft centers in which Dessau citizens could learn 
new skills and pursue creative goals as ‘makers.’ 

The studio design program also proposed to use 
the new workshop pavilions as built interventions to 
address the radical loss of urban identity that befell 

Dessau in the wake of unification, the collapse of 
East German industrial production, and the departure 
of about one in every four citizens. Confronted with 
Dessau’s declining population and decaying, unused 
housing stock and industrial buildings, planners at the 
Bauhaus Dessau Foundation devised a renewal strat-
egy dubbed “City Islands: Urban Cores and Landscape 
Zones” in concert with the 2010 International Building 
Exhibition Urban Redevelopment. Demolition of under-
occupied housing blocks created a new landscape belt 
around Dessau traversed by the Red Thread: a 2.5 
meter-wide path marked with signage and information 
about the city’s heritage and structures. Planners also 
proposed to redesign the downtown core as a collection 
of “islands”: new districts created by selective demoli-
tion of underused building stock to consolidate neigh-
borhood functions and amenities. Attempts to devise 
a new urban identity for each of these ‘urban islands’ 
remains a work in progress.

Using architectural interventions to advance the city’s 
redevelopment, the Dessau Effect studio proposed its 
new workshop pavilions as both community amenities 
and tourist destinations for each of the new ‘urban 
islands.’ The design program approached innovative 
pavilion architecture as an attraction for both local 
residents and global visitors whose tour of Dessau 
would otherwise be limited to Bauhaus attractions. 
By locating the new pavilions along the Red Thread, 
the workshops would help define the new park circuit 
surrounding downtown Dessau as well as adding a 
centrifugal set of pedestrian paths leading from the 
central Bauhaus Museum out to the city’s ‘island’ 
districts. Just as culture tourists would be drawn to the 
periphery to visit the new collection of workshop pavil-
ions, urban residents might be drawn in the opposite 
direction, back into the city center to participate in the 
Museum’s programmed events. In short, the Dessau 
Effect studio proposed new Bauhaus-themed pavilions 
to both strengthen the individual identity of Dessau’s 
neighborhood “islands” and bind these new districts 
and their citizens to the urban core. 

Report
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Given the relevance of the Dessau Effect to local 
efforts to redevelop the city and redefine the Bauhaus 
legacy for 21st century realities, the Bauhaus Dessau 
Foundation integrated the Berkeley studio project 
into its Bauhaus Open Studios program, intended to 
explore the pedagogical heritage of the Bauhaus and 
to encourage worldwide investigation of its current 
relevance. The Foundation also kindly opened the 
historic Bauhaus building as a platform for exchang-
ing new ideas and learning practices with our group 
of Berkeley architecture students during their visit to 
Dessau. The student projects will be presented and 
discussed during the Bauhaus’s centennial celebra-
tions in 2019 at an international conference that will 
examine historic and contemporary approaches to 
design pedagogy.
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craft objects produced in the workshop pavilions, the 
other as a small elevated stage for a children’s puppet 
theater staging of Bauhaus theater instructor Oskar 
Schlemmer’s Triadic Ballet.

The third and final studio assignment entailed the 
design of a new network of Bauhaus-linked satellite 
pavilions as a catalyst for the urban revitalization of 
Dessau’s post-industrial townscape, with students 
focusing their efforts on the detailed design of a single 
pavilion-workshop of their choice. Intended as ameni-
ties for the everyday life of Dessau’s citizens, but also 
of interest to visiting cultural tourists, the pavilions 
were to be sited in one of five locations chosen to 
energize a lethargic urban neighborhood. Students 
devised a pavilion program based upon an area of 
Bauhaus pedagogical innovation (for example: stage-
craft, color, film and photography, or craft production 
and product design) that could inspire long-term public 
activity and engagement. Bauhaus teachings in the 
handling of materials (glass, color, textiles, metal, 
clay, stone, or wood) also provided inspiration for the 
pavilion design and a means to update the school’s 
cultural legacy for a 21st-century context. The network 
of Bauhaus pavilions proposed as catalysts of a 
Dessau Effect were intended to demonstrate Walter 
Gropius’s notion of architecture as an integrating 
medium for all arts, and to validate the rallying cry of 
avant-garde creatives of the 1920s: “Art into life!”

Studio pedagogy

The Dessau Effect studio pedagogy began with an 
immersion exercise in understanding and applying 
the notion of “the new vision”, pioneered by László 
Moholy-Nagy, the instructor of the Bauhaus “prelimi-
nary course” from 1923 to 1928. He hailed photogra-
phy and cinematography as epochal shifts in human 
perception – perhaps even culminating an entire 
Western “history of seeing.” The “camera eye” allowed 
for new modes of envisioning and depicting the expe-
rience of modernity. The camera allowed us to see 
as moderns, Moholy-Nagy and others believed, and 
to retrain our eyes to experience the realities of an 
unprecedented historical moment. In order to explore 
contemporary uses of the Bauhaus legacy without 
resorting to mere imitation, the studio’s pedagogy also 
emphasized appropriation as a creative technique: 
namely, the intentional borrowing, alteration, and 
reuse of existing imagery in new works that alter the 
meaning of the original material. The studio Dessau 
Effect stressed the appropriation and transformation 
not only of the Bauhaus’s cultural legacy, but also the 
urban and architectural traces of the city of Dessau: 
a collection of structures and spaces edited by the 
processes of war, reconstruction, economic collapse 
and urban revitalization. 

After an immersion in source material on the history 
of the Bauhaus, the initial studio assignment appro-
priated the Bauhaus concept of the “new vision” by 
asking students to make a video collage of scavenged 
visual material. The final product for each, a short 
video of sometimes less than two minutes in length, 
advanced an optical narrative appropriating the new 
vision and fragments of German cultural history and 
the Bauhaus legacy, both reclaimed and transformed 
for individual expressive purposes. 

A second studio assignment familiarized students 
with the urban geography of contemporary Dessau by 
asking them to research and conceive the design for 
urban kiosks that would invoke the constructive theory 
of a Baukasten (a set of building blocks) devised at 
the interwar-era Bauhaus. The assignment asked stu-
dents to devise a building system capable of produc-
ing three kiosks of differing programmatic uses. One 
was to be an information kiosk sited within the main 
arrival hall of the Dessau main train station to orient 
arriving tourists to the location of the historic Bauhaus 
Building to the east of the station, the new Bauhaus 
Museum Dessau to the southwest, and the sites of the 
studio’s Dessau Effect pavilions (designed in the next 
phase of studio work). Two other kiosks were to serve 
temporary outdoor uses: one as a sales booth for 
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Final Project Review

The final juried review for the Dessau Effect studio 
projects was held on Thursday, 5 May 2016, from 2 to 
7 p.m. in Wurster Hall at the University of California, 
Berkeley. Jurors included Berkeley Architecture 
Department Chair Tom Buresh, architect (and former 
design instructor at the Bauhaus Dessau) Matthias 
Hollwich of the New York firm Hollwich Kushner, as 
well as a host of other Bay Area architects and design 
instructors.
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1. Your Studio was entitled The Dessau Effect and 
you considered the effects the new Bauhaus Museum 
might have on the city of Dessau. How did you as a 
school of architecture based in Berkeley, California, 
arrive at the idea of addressing this subject?

Our attention was first drawn to the competitions for 
the new museums in the three Bauhaus cities and we 
had to choose between Weimar, Dessau and Berlin. 
Two things about Dessau were of particular interest 
to us – firstly, the location of the new museum in the 
inner city, which ascribes a role to the new building in 
the revitalization of the city center, and secondly, the 
debate about the Bilbao Effect concerning the choice 
of architecture for the museum.

We considered which approach would appeal not only 
to global tourism, but also to the local population. 
Dessau seemed to be a suitable starting point for this. 
We began to think about mostly decentralized work-
shops in combination with museum functions and also 
about how, by means of sensational design, new con-
nections might be established between local cultural 
productions and the interests of global tourism.

2. Which methodological approaches did you employ 
for your project?

We began with the Red Thread, the International 
Building Exhibition Urban Redevelopment Saxony-
Anhalt 2010 scheme for Dessau. This adopted a radi-
cal strategy for renewal based on an urban core and 
landscape zones. In order to understand this proposal 
in its urbanistic, political, and economic context it was 
vital to bring the students here so that we could begin 
to come to grips with the actual location.

Five Questions  
for Greg Castillo

Greg Castillo is Associate Professor of Architecture  
at the University of California, Berkeley.



 113. In what way were the teaching and learning meth-
ods at the historic Bauhaus relevant to your current 
interest in the effects of the museum on the city of 
Dessau?

First of all, the students attended a one-week 
workshop in which they explored the history of the 
Bauhaus. We provided films, music, books, and 
photographs – materials that they could learn from. 
This was not about a “Bauhaus revival”, but about 
asking the students to engage with this legacy from 
a contemporary perspective and to develop their own 
positions on this.

4. The Open Studios enable the students to work on-
site at the Bauhaus. Do they respect this place? Does 
working here differ from working in modern higher-
education buildings?

Living and working in a World Heritage site is certainly 
a unique experience. Here on-site you can immerse 
yourself in this culture. This is what makes a trip to 
Dessau so fantastic. Moreover, we arrived here with 
certain preconceived ideas that we must now recon-
sider after staying here.

5. What is it like to live in Dessau, at the Bauhaus? 
What did your students take home with them?

The sensation of living at the Bauhaus was one thing, 
another was to experience the Red Thread landscape 
belt in a physical sense by walking along it. The 
discrepancy between the two sides of the city, this 
side of the railroad tracks where international tourism 
yields a singular geography and the other side that 
entirely lacks this aspect, is quite astonishing. Those 
places are cut off from the flow of global capital and 
this is precisely what our project aimed to address. 
It probably sounds utopian to claim that we would be 
able to change this, but we want to initiate a debate in 
order to integrate those parts of the city in the flow of 
global capital.
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Open Studio 
Berlin

Rudolf  Laban’s 
 Notation

 Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin 

Exzellenzcluster Image Knowledge Gestaltung 
Dr. Sandra Schramke, Dr. Michael Friedmann, 
Anja Pawel

30.-31.3.2016
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Laban was an important figure for the early 20th 
century because he worked in an extremely inter-
disciplinary way. Visual art, architecture, natural 
sciences – he united many disciplines in his work as a 
choreographer. He therefore exemplifies contemporary 
approaches that view disciplines as no longer sepa-
rate, but mutually enriching, and this also in respect of 
an integration of theory and practice, which is likewise 
practised by the Cluster of Excellence “Image Knowl-
edge Gestaltung”. In this regard Laban’s influence 
as a role model is underrated; he is less well known 
in Germany due to his emigration to Great Britain in 
1937. The project group studied Laban’s exemplary 
role and his links especially to visual art and architec-
ture, for instance to Richard Buckminster Fuller, who 
like Laban experimented with Platonic solids.

Labanotation represents one of the high points of 
Laban’s oeuvre, is still in use today and is fascinating in 
terms of both form and content. It condenses many of 
his choreographic and design principles. It is extremely 
complex and takes a long time to learn. In order to bet-
ter understand Laban’s work, it is necessary to grasp 
at least the basics of the notation. This is not possible 
without at the same time putting it into practice. The 
workshop aimed to pursue both of these approaches.

In the practical part, following a short warm-up phase 
the different elements and constituents of the notation 
were projected on the wall; the foundations of motion 
technology according to Laban were then explained 
so that first attempts could be made to convert the 
notation’s symbols into human movement. In doing so, 
the main focus was on the grasp of the terms “body”, 
“space”, “form” and “dynamic”, which are fundamental 
to this movement theory. A whole combination of 
Labanotations were then read and subsequently 
performed as a group.

In the following lectures, discussions and film screenings 
the notation was first analysed with regard to its practical 
implementation in movement choirs. The role the Platonic 
body occupies in Laban’s movement theory – a focal 
theme for this interdisciplinary laboratory project group – 
was then outlined. In the final lecture, the formal parallels 
between Labanotation and visual art were elucidated.

There is no hard evidence yet that Laban spent time 
at the Bauhaus. There are however a great many links 
between Laban and Schlemmer that are well worth 
mentioning. In an article in the journal Schrifttanz 
for example, Schlemmer reports that he employed 
dancers trained by Laban for his choreography of the 
Triadic Ballet. He uses this to indicate the ballet’s 
quality, which was called into question by the critics 
of the day. This suggests that they at least knew of 
and respected one another. Both experimented at 
the interface of visual art and dance and were active 
as artists and choreographers. The use of studies in 
proportion and an interest in the arrangement of the 
body in space based on geometric principles are also 
important parallels, albeit with different effects on the 
respective choreographic work.

The Bauhaus stage was the ideal place for the Open 
Studio because of its imminent contemporaneity with 
the thematic focus of our workshop. Much of the 
content that we handled during our study of the nota-
tion, like abstraction, geometry and the transformation 
of form and function, is mirrored in the setting’s archi-
tectonic configuration. The space is highly flexible and 
we could use it for practical “body-work” as well as 
lectures and subsequent discussions without having 
to adapt it, meaning that we were able to work in an 
extremely focused, intensive way. The combination of 
theory and practice was central to the Bauhaus and 
equally so for our workshop. Essentially, we pursued 
the school’s original concepts from the perspective of 
the 21st century and in the light of new lines of inquiry.

Report 
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Laban lectures on his dance 
notation system, 1928.  
(c) Courtesy bequest Suzanne 
Perrottet.
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2. The geometric organisation of human movement 
was Laban’s main theme. Is this still relevant today? 
In other words: Why did you specifically address 
Laban’s notation system (Labanotation)?

Laban was an important figure for the early 20th 
century because he worked in an extremely inter-
disciplinary way. Visual art, architecture, natural 
sciences – he united many disciplines in his work as a 
choreographer. He therefore exemplifies contemporary 
approaches that view disciplines as no longer sepa-
rate, but mutually enriching, and this also in respect 
of the integration of theory and practice, which is 
likewise practised by the Cluster of Excellence “Image 
Knowledge Gestaltung”. In this regard Laban is an 
underrated role model; he is less well-known in Ger-
many due to his emigration to Great Britain in 1937. 
We studied Laban’s exemplary role and especially his 
connections to visual art and architecture, for instance 
to the architect Richard Buckminster Fuller, who like 
Laban experimented with Platonic solids. Labanotation 
is important inasmuch as it represents one of the high 
points of Laban’s oeuvre, is still in use today and is 
fascinating in terms of both form and content. It con-
denses many of his concepts, is extremely complex 
and requires a long time to learn. In order to better 
understand Laban’s work it is necessary to grasp at 
least the basics of the notation, which is not possible 
without simultaneously putting it into practice. The 
workshop aimed to pursue both of these approaches.

1. In your Open Studio the students took a critical look 
at Rudolf Laban (1879–1958) who is regarded as a 
pioneer of modern expressive dance. Is there a direct 
link between Laban and the Bauhaus? Did he work 
here and exchange ideas with Oskar Schlemmer?

There is no hard evidence that Laban spent time at 
the Bauhaus, but to my mind it can’t be entirely ruled 
out because there are gaps in Laban’s biography that 
haven’t been investigated. So far however, there is 
no clear proof. Nonetheless there are a great many 
indirect links between Laban and Schlemmer that 
are well worth noting. In an article in the journal 
Schrifttanz for example, Schlemmer reports that he 
employed dancers trained by Laban for his choreog-
raphy of the Triadic Ballet. He uses this to indicate the 
ballet’s quality, which was called into question by the 
critics of the day. This suggests that they at least knew 
of and respected one another. Both experimented at 
the interface of visual art and dance and were active 
as artists and choreographers. The use of studies in 
proportion and an interest in the arrangement of the 
body in space based on geometric principles are also 
important parallels, albeit with different effects on the 
respective choreographic work.

Five Questions 
for Anja Pawel

Anja Pawel is the recipient of a stipend from the Cluster of 
Excellence “Image Knowledge Gestaltung” at the Humboldt-
Universität zu Berlin. Together with Mary Copple, Michael 
Friedman and Sandra Schramke she organised an Open 
Studio on “Rudolf Laban’s Notation” at the Bauhaus Dessau.



3. The Open Studios enable the students to work on-
site at the Bauhaus, even on the Bauhaus stage. Do 
they respect this place? Does working here differ from 
working in modern higher-education buildings?

The Bauhaus stage was the ideal place because 
of its imminent contemporaneity with the thematic 
focus of our workshop. Much of the content that we 
handled during our study of the notation, for instance 
abstraction, geometry and the transformation of form 
and function, is mirrored in the setting’s architectonic 
configuration. The space is highly flexible and we 
could use it for practical “body-work” as well as 
lectures and subsequent discussions without having 
to adapt it, meaning that we were able to work in an 
extremely focused, intensive way. The combination of 
theory and practice was central to the Bauhaus and 
equally so for our workshop. Essentially, we pursued 
the school’s original concepts from the perspective of 
the 21st century and in the light of new lines of inquiry.

 

4. The Cluster of Excellence “Image Knowledge 
Gestaltung” of the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin 
sees itself as an interdisciplinary laboratory. In doing 
so it clearly adopts the Bauhaus tradition of looking 
at theory and practice together and in an exchange 
between different disciplines. Have we adequately 
internalised this Bauhaus heritage in our higher edu-
cation infrastructure, or do you also see yourself as 
the standard-bearer of a new fundamental concept?

Of course the Bauhaus functions as an important 
historic precedent for our interdisciplinary laboratory 
and is also ever-present in our discussions. The Ulm 
School of Design is also a major influence, because 
with digital media it put an emphasis on automation 
instead of on a master-centred concept, which is 
being tested in the interdisciplinary laboratory in new 
formats such as the Gamelab. But our laboratory 
embraces a far broader range of disciplines than these 
institutions.

5. What is it like to live in Dessau, at the Bauhaus? 
What did your students take home with them?

The Zeitgeist of classical modernism is more intensely 
and comprehensively present here than in any other 
place, without forfeiting its contemporary presence 
and relevance in the 21st century. The option of actu-
ally staying here and working undisturbedly enables 
in-depth work over an extended period of time and 
thus gives rise to a comprehensive understanding and 
“picture” of the time that no textbook can offer.



 18Open Studio 
Tallinn

Spatial Strategies – 
Perceiving through 
Movement
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 Tallinn University of Technology (TUT), 
Department of Architecture and Urban Design, 
and the Berlin University of the Arts (Inter-
University Centre for Dance Berlin (HZT))

International Joint Master`s Programme  
of European Architecture
Prof. Rhys Martin, Prof. Dr. Dagmar Jäger,  
Dr. Claudia Perren, CEO & Director, Bauhaus 
Dessau Foundation

Guests/guest critics: Esa Laaksonen, Architect, 
Alvar Aalto Academy, Director of Foundation; 
Prof. Brigitte Hartwig, Design Department, 
Anhalt University of Applied Arts; Prof. em. 
Rainer W. Ernst, Architect, Author, Urban 
Planner,  Berlin; Dr. Marvin Altner, Curator & 
Art historian, Kassel University, Berlin

18.-29.4.2016
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 21The workshop Spatial Strategies, one of eleven suc-
cessive workshops, takes place annually at the Tallinn 
University of Technology in the framework of the two-
year international postgraduate programme in Euro-
pean Architecture. A group of international students 
engages on-site with artistic, urban or architectonic 
themes and their local significance. The up-to-date 
transformation of neglected spaces of industrial or 
modern heritage is the objective, regeneration or 
qualification approaches, interventions or process 
management the possible strategies.

“Movement traditionally stands for change, for depar-
ture and for progress. In 2016 in its annual programme 
the Bauhaus Dessau Foundation investigates the 
phenomenon of ‘Movement at the Bauhaus’ from the 
historic standpoint with regard to its contemporary 
and future relevance.” (Dr. Claudia Perren, Bauhaus 
programme 2016)

The two-week workshop for students of the Rei-
seuni_lab, who two weeks previously had worked at 
the NB Haifa School of Design, enabled research into 
the structural and conceptual legacy of the Bauhaus 
pioneers in Dessau, who came together up to 1933 in 
the Bauhaus movement in one of the 20th century’s 
most constructive laboratories. The team included 
Dr. Claudia Perren, architect, curator and director of 
the Bauhaus Dessau Foundation, Prof. Dr. Dagmar 
Jäger, architect, author and head of the postgraduate 
programme in European Architecture at the Tallinn 
University of Technology, and Prof. Rhys Martin, cho-
reographer and head of the Solo Dance programme at 
the Berlin University of the Arts (HZT).

The Open Studio focused on spatial, urban concepts 
of “perceiving and learning through movement”, the 
aim being to connect the visible and invisible traces 
of the effects of interdisciplinary Bauhaus realisations 
and collaborations in Dessau, between the Dessau-
Törten Estate in the south, the Kornhaus in the north 
and the industrial sites in the west.

The aim of the project was to develop a network 
of exhibition trails in the public sphere that will be 
brought to life by people moving through the city. The 
buildings and loci of creativity and the urban concepts 
realised in the seven years in Dessau were visually 
interpreted in a 3 x 3 m table-top relief-collage, the 
spatial and content-related connections between these 
were made apparent and interwoven to form a decen-
tralised network. The visitors and residents will experi-
ence the updated history of the Bauhaus era on foot, 
by bicycle or by public transport and be recharged by 
“knowledge through movement”.

The students developed their concept in interdiscipli-
nary interaction with the workshop team and guests 
from the fields of architecture, art, art education, cho-
reography and architectural history, who enriched the 
design project with lectures and feedback. A general 
plan and initial design ideas were conceptualised for 
theme-led exhibition trails such as the “Industrial Trail” 
from the Bauhaus southwards, the interactive trail to 
the Kornhaus or the trail “Voices of the Bauhauslers” 
and discussed in a closing presentation with the 
students and guests including Esa Laaksonen from 
the Aalto Academy in Finland.



1. Your Studio Spatial Strategies: Perceiving Moving – 
Pioneers Re-Imported focused on the spatial network-
ing of traces of the Bauhaus in Dessau. The Bauhaus 
Dessau Foundation’s annual theme – Movement 
– plays a pivotal role in this. How did you address this 
theme in your project?

On many levels, movement played a pivotal role in our 
spatial analysis: Our work focused on the development 
of an exhibition network in the public sphere that will be 
brought to life by people moving through the city. Our 
concept is designed to connect the visible and invis-
ible structural and conceptual heritage of the Bauhaus 
era in Dessau. The correlation between the important 
buildings and loci of creativity and the urban concepts 
realised in the seven years in Dessau should be made 
visible and explained by how they affected each other. 
The visitors and residents experience the updated his-
tory of the Bauhaus era on foot, by bicycle or by means 
of public transport, being recharged by “knowledge 
in motion” in the process. To this end we are working 
on a concept for pathways and initial design ideas for 
theme-led exhibition trails such as the “Industrial Trail” 
from the Bauhaus southwards, the interactive trail to 
the Kornhaus or the trail “Voices of the Bauhauslers”.

Five Questions 
for Prof. Dagmar Jäger

Dr. Dagmar Jäger, Professor at the Tallinn 
University of Technology, worked with students 
of the international postgraduate programme in 
European Architecture in the framework of an 
Open Studio at the Bauhaus Dessau. 
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3. How were the teaching and learning methods of the 
historical Bauhaus relevant to your current interest in 
spatial, urban concepts of perception for Dessau?

For a brief period in the 20th century the historic Bau-
haus brought together powerful and diverse figures in 
a highly productive work setting. I regard the hetero-
geneous positions on teaching and learning advocated 
by Gropius, Mies van der Rohe, Schlemmer, Itten, 
Moholy-Nagy, Kandinsky, Meyer etc. as a crystallisa-
tion point between the World Wars – a heyday for 
most diverse approaches to the socially aware reform 
of society and its institutions.

One of the precepts that have lost none of their 
relevance is the interaction of young people with a dis-
cipline’s experienced professionals in flat hierarchies 
and collective-based learning contexts integrated in an 
interdisciplinary, experimental educational programme, 
the aim being to open up new horizons together in an 
open process.

The second precept of lasting relevance is the formu-
lation of objectives that bear social responsibility for 
an enlightened civil society and its pressing problems, 
which architects and other associated disciplines must 
address together in open, collaborative and creative 
processes.

In 2008, following ten years of research in interdisci-
plinary teaching contexts and collective, experimental 
design jobs and projects, I published the book Schnitt-
muster-Strategie – Eine dialogische Entwurfslehre 
(Berlin: Reimer Verlag, 526 p.). In this period I was 
able to conduct an empirical-reflexive analysis of my 
own teaching approaches, experiences and positions 
during my studies at the Berlin University of the Arts 
and the Berlin Weißensee School of Art and connect 
these historically to the teaching models practiced at 
the Bauhaus. I regard our pilot project, the Reiseuni_
lab that followed, as a contemporary reform project in 
this tradition. Major schools of architecture throughout 
the world, in Europe, Israel and the USA, owe a great 
deal to this influence, which owes much in turn to a 
great number of emigrants.

2. Which methodological approaches did you employ 
for your project?

The students developed their concept in interdiscipli-
nary interaction with the workshop team and guests 
from the fields of architecture, art, art education, 
choreography and architectural history, who enriched 
our work with lectures and feedback. Research into 
and analysis of the information gained from lectures, 
reference materials and plans played a critical role.

But the workshop’s main design strategy was the con-
version of the physical experience of spaces, places 
and trails into concepts. The idea-forming reflection 
on experience ensued in conversation with us or in 
the transformative visualisation, the conversion of the 
1:1 experience and the newly acquired knowledge into 
design approaches. The personal access to the loca-
tion stimulated individual perceptions and the creative 
impulse to discover spatial layers and histories, 
interspaces and ambiences.

A subsidiary workshop on the Bauhaus stage with the 
Australian choreographer Rhys Martin from the Berlin 
University of the Arts provided the architecture stu-
dents, who for two days turned into choreographers or 
visitors as well, with a key experience in dealing with 
the staging and rhythmising of events.

From the start, I structured the workshop programme 
as an experimental team project in which every stu-
dent participated in the overall project and could at 
the same time develop individual themes for the trails 
and designs in multiple media, including sketches, 
montage, models, snippets of text, photocopies, 
photographs, etc.

Our main methodological tool was an approximately 
3 x 3 m table-top collage, a three-dimensional relief. 
For the brief two-week workshop this procedural 
strategy was an effective means of enabling each 
student to work freely while at the same time opening 
up a dialogic and experimental design platform in the 
learning process.



5. What is it like to live in Dessau, at the Bauhaus? 
What did your students take home with them?

Young people these days have no respect as such for 
age or history. And most of the group of international 
students were in Germany for the very first time. They 
came straight from Haifa to Dessau, to the fifth of 
eight study locations in the Tallinn University of Tech-
nology’s two-year masters programme in European 
Architecture. The experience of outstanding archi-
tecture designed by Gropius and others in Dessau’s 
“real-life lab” in 1:1 scale during the intensive work-
shop period is an immediate and new spatial experi-
ence for everyone. At the same time, being confronted 
with the National Socialist era and learning about the 
decline of industrial and civil society in Dessau is a 
key experience.

The open and long-term critical and multifaceted 
reflection on Germany’s history, which the students 
engaged with at the beginning of the workshop in 
Berlin, the precise, open and forward-looking work 
of the Director of the Bauhaus, Claudia Perren, who 
brought her didactic experience and inspiring concepts 
and ideas to our workshop, the discoveries on the 
stage and in the architecture studio of the Bauhaus in 
Dessau – all of these certainly set things in motion for 
the participants from Portugal, Switzerland, Estonia, 
Turkey and Italy.

4. The Open Studios enable students to work on-site 
at the Bauhaus. Do they respect this place? Does 
working here differ from working in modern higher-
education buildings?

The pioneering building by Walter Gropius has with-
stood the test of time for a modern “low-tech” building 
for almost a century, and I would like to point out the 
pivotal qualities that continue to nurture open teach-
ing and experimental design research in prominent 
schools of architecture and design today: open and 
well-lit studio spaces with a sensitive choice of colours 
and materials and an internal layout designed for 
flexible use as a core function; public spaces that, 
like the open and brightly lit corridors and landings 
with appealing sightlines, foster dialogue and informal 
communication; a stage and canteen at the heart of 
the building, which today still offer scope for interdis-
ciplinary experimentation; the café as the ensemble’s 
main point of reference between the inside and 
outside of the organic basic form of the multi-polar 
composition of wings, the spatial overlaps of which 
are capable of creating ever-changing connections 
between features and people; the presence of the 
main players on-site around the clock and, last but 
not least, the manageable scale of the overall struc-
ture, which allows people to meet up and to find one 
another again the following day...
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 26Open Studio 
Florida

Pedagogy and Production –  
Transdisciplinary 
Approaches to a Workshop-
Centered Curriculum

 Florida International University

Departments of architecture, art + art history, 
interior architecture, landscape architecture + 
environmental and urban design
Prof. Eric Peterson, Professor, Darci Pappano

Guest/guest critic: Torsten Blume, Bauhaus 
Stage, Research Associate, Bauhaus Dessau 
Foundation

10.-17.6.2016
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From its inception the Bauhaus pedagogy was cen-
tered on the workshop. One of the primary aims of 
the Bauhaus education was a unity of art and design 
grounded in the technical mastery of craft. Each 
workshop featured a Master of Works who taught 
the technical aspects of craft and technology, and a 
Master of Form who taught the artistic and aesthetic 
aspects of material production. When the school 
moved from Weimar to Dessau the workshop-centered 
educational model was incorporated into the physical 
and pedagogic structure of the school, with the direc-
tive for “the performance of practical experimental 
work… as well as the development of prototypes for 
industry and the crafts.” 

The Florida International University (FIU) study trip 
to the Bauhaus in Dessau, Germany, was the first 
exchange of faculty and students initiated in response 
to the Memorandum of Understanding signed by FIU 
Trustees on behalf of the College of Architecture and 
The Arts and the Bauhaus Dessau Foundation in 
2015.

Our aim was to investigate the pedagogic and 
productive role of the workshop in the Bauhaus cur-
riculum. A transdisciplinary group of 15 students and 
2 instructors visited art, craft, and industrial design 
galleries, archives, and production facilities in Basel 
and Berlin to learn about the influence of the Bauhaus 
on modern and contemporary art and design. At the 
Bauhaus Dessau students studied the buildings and 
campus, the curriculum, and influential faculty while 
investigating the evolving role of the workshops in the 
curriculum in Weimar, Dessau, and Berlin.

Our initial intention had been to follow a course of 
study and project development from drawing to model 
that could serve as a point of departure for the devel-
opment of a product prototype. In the absence of any 
meaningful access to workshop spaces (which have 
been closed due to concerns regarding the building’s 
historic landmark status) we chose instead to work in 
the only “production space” that remains accessible at 
the Bauhaus. We produced an improvisational move-
ment performance on the Bauhaus stage.

Pedagogic Methodology

Through a series of guided exercises inspired by the 
original Bauhaus curriculum, students developed 
drawings, diagrams, and watercolor paintings. These 
were followed by rapid paper modeling exercises and 
wooden linear modeling exercises. Once the models 
had been refined to a series of clear and coherent 
gestures, the students were guided in a movement 
exercise that transformed the models into what Oscar 
Schlemmer called the “technical organism”: a physical 
positioning of the body with characteristic move-
ments in space. These body positions and styles of 
movement were used to codify how the actors moved 
through space and helped to determine how they 
could interact with other stationary and moving bod-
ies. Students named their “character” and developed 
costumes to accentuate the body positions and move-
ments. On the Bauhaus stage the students performed 
a guided improvisational exercise in front of a small 
audience.

Report 



 29Further Development 

Back at our home institution in Miami, students are 
using the formal logic that they explored on the 
Bauhaus stage to develop a product prototype. We 
have found that the use of the body moving in space 
is a highly productive and efficient method for rapid 
exploration of form. Students remained strongly com-
mitted to the geometries that they had explored with 
their bodies and were actively deploying these formal 
gestures to the development of prototypes for lighting 
fixtures, furniture, wall paintings, weaving, and other 
products. Over the following four weeks we continued 
to develop these prototypes and concluded our course 
of study with an exhibition of our research and produc-
tive work.

We are grateful for the support of the Bauhaus admin-
istration, faculty, and staff and for their hosting us in 
the Open Studio program. Our experience studying at 
the Bauhaus was invaluable for our students’ develop-
ment as artists and designers. Our impromptu move-
ment performance on the Bauhaus stage has proven 
to be a remarkably effective tool for generating form. 
It has challenged us as instructors to become more 
open to new teaching methodologies from outside of 
our own disciplines. We look forward to the opportu-
nity to work at the Bauhaus again in the future.



 30Five questions  
for Prof. Eric Peterson

Eric Peterson, Senior Instructor at Florida International 
University (FIU), brought an Open Studio to Dessau. 
He visited the Bauhaus in Dessau with students from 
the FIU Departments of Architecture, Art and Art His-
tory, Interior Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and 
Environmental and Urban Design. 

1. Your Studio was entitled Pedagogy and Production. 
Transdisciplinary Approaches to a Workshop-Centered 
Curriculum and explored the Bauhaus pedagogy. How 
did you address this subject in your project?

The goal of the project was quite simple: to test 
elements of the classic Bauhaus pedagogy, become 
inspired by Bauhaus art and design work, and make 
our own contemporary projects once we return to 
Miami.

When we first imagined our engagement with the 
Bauhaus Dessau Foundation it was clear that we 
should use a trans-disciplinary approach in order to 
experiment with the groundbreaking Bauhaus curricu-
lum. Therefore we assembled a team of students and 
faculty from diverse fine art and design disciplines. 
I teach in the Architecture Department, Professor 
Pappano teaches in the Interior Design Department, 
and our students are both undergraduate and gradu-
ate level students in fine arts, curatorial practice, 
landscape architecture, interior architecture, and 
communication arts with backgrounds ranging from 
graphic design and industrial design to architecture.

Back in Miami we worked with our students for three 
weeks to teach the history of the Bauhaus and to 
introduce them to Bauhaus pedagogy. Immediately, we 
had them in the workshop experimenting with materi-
als, making models, and making graphic designs, 
posters, webpages, and photographs in order to 
stimulate an energetic and productive environment.

Our practice here at the Bauhaus Dessau campus 
was to work on specific drawing, painting, movement, 
and building assignments that were developed in the 
1920s to educate Bauhaus students while simultane-
ously discussing contemporary issues. All of these 
assignments were aimed at helping the students 
develop a design for a contemporary prototype that 
we will fabricate after our return to our own workshop 
back in Miami.
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Bauhaus pedagogical approach most exciting even as 
we recognize its inherent instability. These methods 
are very difficult to support within contemporary life – 
communal living, meditating, dancing: these are not 
the methods that students and school administrators 
of art and design schools find acceptable. The oppor-
tunity to test these approaches for a short period is 
incredibly valuable for us. Taking a group of students 
out of their normal framework, placing them in a 
foreign setting, and getting them excited to try new 
learning approaches – this is only possible at a place 
like the Bauhaus. It was our hope that we would be 
able to identify successful moments within this experi-
ence and develop new strategies to foster holistic 
learning experiences for our students at home.

In my teaching practice I have been experimenting 
with similar methodologies for a more holistic educa-
tion for designers. I manage a Fabrication Lab – a 
contemporary workshop with traditional wood and 
metalworking tools as well as CNC machines, laser 
cutters, and 3D printers. Many of my classes focused 
on prototyping and furniture making are held almost 
exclusively within these spaces. The atmosphere of 
the workshop has a profound impact on the nature of 
the learning outcomes within the class. The collabora-
tive nature of our work – moving heavy materials, 
helping one another with milling operations, and the 
boring periods of necessary repetitive work – encour-
age something different within the educational experi-
ence, something that is perhaps akin to the results 
one might achieve from communality, dance, and 
meditation.

4. The Open Studios program enables students to 
work on-site at the Bauhaus. Do they respect this 
place? Does working here differ from working in 
modern higher-education buildings?

My students were thrilled to be here! For many of 
them it was a dream of a lifetime. Even I got a thrill 
looking out of the window and seeing the red sign 
above the main entry! Of course they have respect for 
the place. At the same time, there were some chal-

2. Which methodological approaches did you employ 
for your project?

Our approach was to use classic Bauhaus curricular 
exercises to explore fundamental issues of color, 
material, form, and composition. While engaging in 
these exercises we discussed the concepts and meta-
phors that were dominant at the time these exercises 
were developed, thereby questioning their relevance 
and applicability to contemporary conditions. For us it 
was of primary importance to situate our experience 
of these exercises within a contemporary framework 
that now underpins intellectual discourse and social 
life. For example, the concept of the crystal was a key 
generative metaphor in the beginning of the 1900’s. 
Lyonel Feininger’s woodcut for the program of the 
State Bauhaus in Weimar is a cathedral featuring 
crystalline qualities. The crystal metaphor was perva-
sive in the thinking of the time – geometric simplicity, 
purity, refraction of light into manifold colors, etc. But 
this metaphor no longer pertains to contemporary 
life: instead we rely on the metaphor of the web or 
network to make sense of our connection to nature, 
to ideas, and to one another. The existential threat of 
human-induced climate change is another theme that 
dominates our thinking, all of our work both here and 
at home is influenced by this thorny problem. Looking 
back at the ideas that were held as common intellec-
tual currency and how these ideas found expression 
within the Bauhaus pedagogy and its material produc-
tion helps us to identify and question the ideas that 
underpin our own productive work. At the same time, 
identifying these themes encourages us to question 
the contemporary relevance of pervasive Bauhaus 
ideals such as formal purity, structural economy, 
transparency, etc.

3. In what way were the teaching and learning meth-
ods at the historic Bauhaus relevant to your interest in 
present-day teaching and learning concepts?

One of the things that are most exciting about the 
historic Bauhaus learning methods is the holistic 
approach to education. Broadly, we find the earlier 



 32lenges – they were used to being more casual with 
the furniture and the floor at our own school. But ours 
is not a protected historic cultural heritage building so 
spilling a little ink or paint on the floor is not such an 
issue at home. But fundamentally, educational spaces 
for artists and designers have not changed much in 
the past 100 years. Concrete floors, access to space 
and light, and sturdy desks are all that students really 
need. The Bauhaus building has been discretely 
retrofit with extra electrical outlets and the internet 
connection is sufficient… Working here is very easy.

5. What is it like to live in Dessau, at the Bauhaus? 
What did your students take home with them?

Personally, I find Dessau charming. I enjoy the 
sleepy pre-unification hangover that is evident in the 
architecture and the general atmosphere of the town. 
It forces one to confront the temporality of political 
ideals and ambitions that change too rapidly for the 
more slowly moving arts of urban planning and urban 
development. The Bauhaus itself is also quiet, but in 
an exciting way. At night, one can imagine the hall-
ways of the dormitory populated with historic figures 
and in the daytime the rhythmic hum of machinery in 
the workshops dominates the imagination. The simple 
act of walking up the stairs is an opportunity to rub 
shoulders with twentieth-century luminaries within an 
Oskar Schlemmer painting! 

My students cherished this experience, as did I! I am 
certain that my students took home a poignant appre-
ciation for the history of the Bauhaus and it is my hope 
that they will use the experience to not only question 
their own artistic and design processes, but also to 
question the cultural context within which they live and 
work. 
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 34Open Studio 
Sydney

Radical Hospitality:  
The Insertion of Paulick’s 
‚Steelhouse’ into the former 
GDR ‚House of Statistics’, 
Berlin, as a Post-Otherness 
Intervention in relation to 
future migrant cultural pro-
jects and accommodation 
facilities
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 University of Technology Sydney (UTS), 
Australien and raumlabor berlin

Faculty of Design, Architecture & 
Building
Interior and Spatial Design Program
Prof. Dr. Thea Brejzek (UTS), Christof 
Mayer (raumlaborberlin)

Guest/guest critic: Dr. Werner Möller, 
Research Associate, Bauhaus Dessau 
Foundation

20.-24.6.2016
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The 2016 Bauhaus Open Studio Radical Hospitality 
examined aspects of the design history of the Bau-
haus Dessau with contemporary strategies, methods 
and materials. The studio was a cooperation between 
the Interior and Spatial Design Program at the Uni-
versity of Technology Sydney’s School of Design and 
Christof Meyer from raumlaborberlin which aimed at 
the development of a concept of radical hospitality 
from the perspective of interior and spatial design and 
from a performative and scenographic paradigm that 
understands culture itself as performance and that 
activates space through interior operations.

Having worked with the iconic photograph Interieur 
by Hannes Meyer as a point of departure in 2015 
to research the meaning and the material necessi-
ties of ”basic living”, we chose to reappropriate the 
Steel House by Georg Muche und Richard Paulick in 
2016. On the basis of this prototype, an experimental 
metal residence from 1926/27, students were asked 
to devise and build a spatial intervention into the 
structure of the dwelling. This intervention was based 
on the students’ subjective and critical reading of 
Jacques Derrida’s 1996 essay On Hospitality. 

Typically, hospitality refers to the relationship between 
a guest and a host, wherein the host receives the guest 
with goodwill. It is the friendly and generous recep-
tion and entertainment of guests or strangers. The 
basic principle of hospitality is probably its reciprocity. 
Provocatively, Derrida describes hospitality as an 
asymmetric relationship between a host and a stranger 
and as an ambivalent figure between conditional and 
unconditional hospitality. The studio explored this para-
dox in relation to the current global migrant and refugee 
crisis. In the process we explored the limits of hospital-
ity through spatial design to try and understand whether 
a concept of radical hospitality might have the power to 
resolve alienation, albeit only temporarily, and therefore 
bears the potential of an incremental inclusion.

Initially, after two weeks of intensive theoretical and 
practical research, diverse models of hospitality 
were developed. In a second phase, students built 
1:1 prototypes of these models from cheap, wooden 
slats and thereby further analysed their findings in the 
context of a performative approach to spatial design 
where bodily action is set into a direct, tactile relation-
ship with the installation.
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 38Five questions  
for Prof. Dr. Thea Brejzek 
and Christof Mayer

Dr. Thea Brejzek, Professor at the University of Technology 
Sydney (UTS), and Christof Mayer (raumlaborberlin) took part 
in the Open Studio program at the Bauhaus in Dessau with 
students from the UTS Department of Interior and Spatial 
Design.



 391. Your Studio Radical Hospitality dealt with the archi-
tecture of the Steel House in Dessau-Törten. How did 
you address the subject of hospitality in your project? 

The University of Technology Sydney’s Bauhaus Open 
Studio examined aspects of the design history of the 
Bauhaus using contemporary strategies and materials. 
This year we focused on the Steel House designed by 
Georg Muche and Richard Paulick – a prototype metal 
construction dating from 1926/27 – and devised a 
spatial intervention in the structure of the Steel House. 
The intervention was inspired by a both critical and 
subjective interpretation of the essay Of Hospitality by 
Jacques Derrida, published in 1996. This Open Studio 
is part of a long-term collaborative project between the 
University of Technology Sydney and Christof Mayer 
from raumlaborberlin and aimed at the development of 
a concept of radical hospitality from the perspective of 
interior and spatial design.

2. Which methodological approaches did you employ 
for your project?

Hospitality refers to the relationship between a guest 
and a host, whereby the host receives the guest in an 
atmosphere of good will. It is about the friendly and 
generous reception and entertainment of guests or 
strangers. Hospitality is rooted in religion and shows 
itself in all cultures as a religion-based practice. The 
basic principle of hospitality is probably its reciproc-
ity. Derrida describes hospitality provocatively as an 
asymmetric relationship between different human 
beings and as an ambivalent gesture between condi-
tional and unconditional hospitality. We explored this 
paradox as it relates to different cultural backgrounds 
such as become apparent in the current global migrant 
and refugee crisis. In the process we explored the lim-
its of hospitality through spatial design to demonstrate 
whether a concept of radical hospitality might have the 
power to resolve alienation, albeit only temporarily, 
and therefore bears the potential for an incremental 
inclusion.

During our two-week intensive theory and practice 
research diverse models of hospitality were devel-
oped. By building 1:1 prototypes of these models, 
students further analysed their findings in the context 
of a performative approach to spatial design. 

3. In what way were the teaching and learning meth-
ods of the historical Bauhaus relevant to your interest 
in present-day teaching and learning concepts?

This studio replicated the production conditions at the 
historic Bauhaus of living and working together. The 
students all lived in the Prellerhaus, prepared their 
food together and spent long days and nights working 
intensively in one of the original Bauhaus classrooms.

4. The Open Studios program enables students to 
work on-site at the Bauhaus. Do they respect this 
place? Does working here differ from working in 
modern higher-education buildings?

Rather than encouraging respect for the overwhelming 
importance of the Bauhaus for architecture and design 
in the 20th century and thus presenting a possibly 
alienating platform, students were led to critically 
evaluate Bauhaus traditions anew and to test their 
relevance for today. 

5. What is it like to live in Dessau, at the Bauhaus? 
What did your students take home with them?

The methodology and framework of our studio helped 
the students to feel completely immersed in the 
creative spirit of the Bauhaus and their subsequent 
designs were the inspired result of an intensive, deep-
learning phase in a historically unique architectural 
environment. 
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